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Study Group web and reflector information
Reflector information: https://www.ieee802.org/3/maint/reflector.html
IEEE 802.3dd Requests to Enter WG Ballot

- This being a maintenance project, there are no CSDs.
  - Items considered by the Task Force and reflected in the draft may be found at: https://www.ieee802.org/3/dd/Motions%20on%20draft_09212021.pdf

- Draft 1.3 was presubmitted for consideration during a comment cycle
  - Minimal (editorial) changes were made on the draft
- (candidate) Draft 2.0 has been posted since 9/21/2021
Review of changes as a result of this meeting

- Editor’s notes flagged for removal were changed to persist into working group ballot, and previously unapproved changes were approved by motion and noted in editor’s notes.
Motion X

Progress IEEE P802.3dd/D2.0 to Working Group ballot.
M: G. Zimmerman on behalf of the Task Force
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